Camera Ready Paper Preparation and Submission:
Paper Style and Formatting:
-

Paper must be single-spaced, double column, and font size should not be
smaller than 9-pt.
Camera ready papers must comply with ACM Conference Proceedings format,
Option 2: Tighter Alternate Style
We strongly recommend authors to use ACM templates available at:
http://www.acm.org/sigs/publications/proceedings-templates
Authors should apply ACM Computing Classification categories and terms:
http://www.acm.org/about/class/1998

-

Make sure to include the required permission block, conference location, and
ISBN. ICST is the sole copyright holder for the proceedings and corresponding
ISBN for BodyNets2010 proceedings is: 978-963-9799-41-7

Page Limit:
-

Regular Papers: maximum 7 pages
Poster Presentations: maximum 4 pages
Demo Presentations: maximum 4 pages

Page Numbers:
-

Please do NOT include page numbers on your final submission. Page numbers
will be added when the proceedings is prepared.

References:
-

References should follow the same style as ACM templates.

Please direct your questions or concerns regarding final camera-ready specifications to
Foad Dabiri (dabiri@cs.ucla.edu)

Submission process:
Submission instructions for final camera-ready papers have been emailed to the
corresponding authors. Here is a summary:
Step 1 - Log into ASSYST to set your profile
If you have not used the ASSYST paper submission system before, please go to the
following webpage to set up your profile first:
http://assyst-online.org/proceedings/register.php

If you are a previous user but do not remember your password, please go
to: http://assyst-online.org/pwdrecover.php.
IMPORTANT: If you are only one of the co-authors who is NOT responsible for
uploading the accepted paper, you will still have to set your profile BEFORE the cameraready deadline otherwise you may not be listed among the co-authors in the
proceedings.
Step 2 - Register for the conference at a NON-STUDENT rate
please go to the Registration section of the conference website and use the online
registration link to register for the conference.
IMPORTANT: For each accepted paper at least one author must register for the
respective event at A NON-STUDENT rate, even if all authors are students. One
registration payment covers up to two papers for those authors who have multiple
papers accepted to the conference.
Step 3 - Upload your paper to ASSYST by 21 June 2010.
To complete the process and upload your camera-ready paper, please go to the URL
below. Log in with your credentials that you have set up in Step 1 and upload your
paper. ASSYST URL: http://assyst-online.org/proceedings/
IMPORTANT: When uploading the camera-ready version, please make sure to add your
co-authors in the same order as they appear in the file.
Should you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us
at assyst@icst.org.

